SAVE TIME AND MONEY!
We’ve included tips for planning a baby shower and a
printable game. There’s even a printable gift tracker!
Hosting a shower has never been easier.

The Illustrated Cottage
Simplicity at its finest

SHOWER GAME & IDEAS
www.illustratedcottage.com

Who cooks the most?

Who washes more dishes?

Who is the better dancer?

Who is more stubborn?

Who controls the TV remote most often?

Who takes out the trash more?

Who drives the most?

Who sings the best?

Who is usually the first to apologize?

Who is the better listener?

Who handles money most efficiently?

Who is more likely to go camping?

PARTY

GAME

IDEAS

1. Guess Who? Mommy or Daddy? (Print page 2)
2. Guess the Name of the Baby
See who can guess the name of the baby.
3. Baby Babble – Word Scramble
Set a timer and see how many words can be unscrambled before the time runs out!
4. What’s in the Diaper Bag?
Add baby items to a diaper bag and see how many items guests can guess.
5. Dirty Diaper – Smell the Poop Game
Smoosh different gooey chocolate bars into disposable diapers and see if your guests can
smell (or taste – if brave) the candy bar Brand. I recommend at least 7 candy bars to make it
most fun.
6. Baby Sketch Game
Provide paper and pencils and see who can sketch the best baby within a designated
timeframe. Provide prizes for most beautiful, ugliest, funniest, etc.
7. Measure Mommy’s Tummy
Have guests cut a piece of string the size they think best fits Mommy’s tummy. Then measure
Mommy!
8. Change the Diaper Race
Set up two or three game stations. Wrap a soiled diaper (smoosh a candy bar in a disposable
diaper) around baby dolls who are fully dressed. Provide wipes and powder which contestants
must use. Set a timer and see who can change the baby’s diaper the fastest. Make it more fun
and blindfold participants.
9. Decorate the Cupcake Game
Have cupcakes prepared. Create a decorating station with icing and supplies. Have guests
decorate the cupcakes. Mommy gets to pick her favorite before they are served. Winner gets a
gift. Secretly add a plastic baby to one of the cupcakes before the shower. Whoever gets the
pregnant cupcake wins a prize.
10. Guess the Baby Food Game
Is it green beans, peas, or spinach?
11. How Many Jellybeans?
Fill a baby bottle (or two) with jellybeans and allow guests to guess. You could also use
miniature marshmallows.
12. The Price is Right Game
Let guests guess the retail price of baby items.

PLANNING TIPS AND IDEAS

Print quotes and frame. They make the perfect addition
to your shower décor. Add to buffet and gift tables, place
one in the bathroom, and give one to Mom.
Plan a candy buffet around the baby’s gender. Super fun if you haven’t revealed the gender yet!
Plan a yogurt bar with all the fixings.
Float rubber duckies in your punch bowl.
Use a boxed frame and have guests write their name on tiny hearts and drop in frame.
Have a party for the mom and dad – throw a barbeque instead.
Cover helium balloons with colored tulle and tie with a ribbon.
Fill clear balloons with confetti before adding helium.
Spray paint mason jars to match color scheme and use for the buffet or as flower vases.
Dip Oreo cookies or wafers half way in colored icing and add sprinkles.
Create a baby time capsule to be opened on their sixteenth birthday.

Be prepared and place a trash bag, scissors, gift
tracker, and a pen under the chair where mom
will sit when opening gifts.
Party favor ideas:
Add sweets to a bag with a tag, “So sweet of you to come!”
Give out little succulent plants with a tag, “Watch me grow.”

PRINTABLE SIGNS TO FRAME

Printable napkin rings – just print, cut, wrap and tape! Print as many as you need!
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